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“Let us be alert to the season in which we are living. It is the season of the Blessed Hope, calling for us to cut our
ties with the world and build ourselves on this One who will soon appear. He is our hope—a Blessed Hope
enabling us to rise above our times and fix our gaze upon Him.” Tozer

Sanhedrin Invites 70 Nations to Hanukkah Dedication of Altar for the Third
Temple
By Adam Eliyahu Berkowitz
The people that walked in darkness have seen a brilliant light; On those who dwelt in a land of gloom Light
has dawned. Isaiah 9:1 (The Israel Bible™)
Special showbreads are brought as offerings by the
Kohanim (priests). (Courtesy Sanhedrin)
The nascent Sanhedrin released a declaration to
the 70 nations for Hanukkah to be read at a
ceremony in Jerusalem on the last day of the
holiday. The ceremony will include the consecration
of a stone altar prepared for use in the Third
Temple. The declaration is intended as an invitation
to the nations to participate in the Temple and to
receive its blessings.
The altar is currently in the form of loose stone blocks ready to be transported to the Temple Mount and
stored in a manner that will enable them to be transported and assembled at a moment’s notice. When
complete, the altar will be a square nine feet on each side and five feet tall, and includes a ramp for the
priests to ascend. The decision to prepare the blocks and all the details of their composition is the result
of a long study performed by the members of the Sanhedrin in conjunction with the Temple Institute. The
stones are made of aerated concrete and are fit for use in the Temple. There are plans underway to
prepare a new set made of actual stones which are considered the ideal material from which to build the
altar.
A full-dress reenactment of the Korban Olah Tamid (the daily offering) will take place. Kohanim (Jewish
men of the priestly caste descended from Aaron) wearing Biblically mandated garb will lead the ceremony.
The location is still unclear as the Jerusalem municipality is weighing security concerns that a Jewish
ceremony of this sort will precipitate Muslim violence if performed in view of the Temple Mount. Also at
question is whether the Kohanim will ritually slaughter a lamb or whether prepared meat will be brought.
Though the Sanhedrin has received all of the necessary permits from the government organizations in
charge of slaughtering animals, they are still waiting for the municipality to approve that part of the
ceremony. In either case, the meat will be roasted on the newly consecrated altar.

The priests will also perform the korban mincha in which the grain offerings that accompany the korban
tamid are offered along with nesachim, a wine libation.
A large menorah will be lit as part of the ceremony. Rabbi Hillel Weiss explained the significance of the
ceremony being held on the last day of Hanukkah.
“According to Jewish tradition, the tabernacle and Aaron the Priest were consecrated for service on the
last day of Hanukkah,” Rabbi Weiss explained to Breaking Israel News. “It is fitting that we should invite
the nations to the ceremony since Hanukkah is about bringing light to the darkness. The Jews were meant
to do this for the entire world,” he said, quoting the Prophet Isaiah.
For He has said: “It is too little that you should be My servant In that I raise up the tribes of Yaakov And
restore the survivors of Yisrael: I will also make you a light of nations, That My salvation may reach the
ends of the earth.” Isaiah 49:6
“The Jews were brought back to Israel for the purpose of spreading the light to the nations,” Rabbi Weiss
said. “As the sages instructed the Jews to pray every day, ‘A new light will shine upon Zion,and we should
all merit to this light very soon.’ This light is Torah, the light of Torah which comes from Zion, which reveals
the hidden aspects of God.”
The ceremony will also be part of the Sanhedrin’s ongoing effort to establish a Bible-based international
organization to replace the United Nations. To this end, they charged Rabbi Yoel Schwartz, president of
the Sanhedrin’s Court for the Noahides, with preparing a declaration that would describe the spiritual basis
for the organization. Rabbi Schwartz is one of the most respected Torah scholars of this generation, a
prolific writer, and winner of the Moskowitz Prize for Zionism.
The text of the declaration:
The Song of Israel and the World – Sanhedrin’s Declaration
“The name Yisrael, by which Jacob was called and all of his descendants after him, indicates the
connection of the people of Israel to the Creator, and this connection is also strengthened through the
singing of the Song of God, which is achieved through the Book of Psalms. The highest purpose of song
is to praise the Creator.
It is for this purpose that on the 25th of Elul (Sept. 3), the Sanhedrin and the Mikdash Educational Center
hosted the World Creation Concert as a musical gathering for all nations to give thanksgiving to the
creator, to share with all mankind the gratitude for His mercies that fill creation. All of humanity needs to
prepare for the day that the Lord will reign in Zion, when they too will make pilgrimage to Jerusalem to take
their part in the Temple service.
The sages teach us that the world stands on three things: on Torah, on the Temple Service, and on acts
of loving-kindness. Lacking the Temple service the world is like a throne that stands on two legs.
We are very close to the time about which the prophets of Israel prophesied that the God of the world who
created everything will be called by the world in the name of the God of Israel, for only the people of Israel
remained attached to Him.
Humanity created religions such as Christianity and Islam that served as instruments throughout history
to bring humanity closer to this great day, when everyone would recognize the God of the world that was
revealed on Mount Sinai in a desert that belongs to no people. It should be emphasized that the Ten
Commandments that were given at that time belong to all the nations. They were heard all over the world

in 70 languages so that every nation would hear these things in their own language, the echo of things.
This is as witnessed by the reality that it is the only book in the world printed in every language that has
a printed book and was hinted at by the Prophet Zephaniah.
For then I will make the peoples pure of speech, So that they all invoke Hashem by name And serve Him
with one accord. Zephaniah 3:9
At that time, we will all serve the one Creator and fulfill the moral obligations incumbent on all mankind.
This was the case since the beginning of creation, when he charged Adam with these obligations, and
once again he charged those who left the ark after the Flood and Noah with his sons, and again at Mount
Sinai, giving to humanity seven ironclad rules.
These are the seven messages of the Creator of the world to humanity known as the Seven Noahide
Laws:
Belief in God: He who created everything. There is none besides Him and no one should turn away from
Him.
Blessing Hashem (God, literally ‘the name’): Respecting the Creator and the sages who are familiar with
His Torah, and respecting the places of worship where the Torah is learned and prayers are recited to him.
It is forbidden, God forbid, to speak harshly against them or to curse them.
Stealing: The preservation of the rights of others to property and honor and body and not to desire to take
anything belonging to others that is not for sale.
Laws: To establish courts to judge justice and to direct society and obey the orders and decisions of the
courts.
Killing: Do not shorten the lives of people, including the lives of the terminally ill. The opposite is also true;
to invest efforts to heal diseases and maintain health.
Have mercy on creatures: Not to be cruel to animals. One of the most forbidden acts is eating the organ
or limb from a live animal. The animal must first be killed in a way that is less distressing such as cutting
the neck.
Prohibition of prostitution: The mitzvah (Bible commandment) to build a proper family life. It is a severe
prohibition to commit adultery with a married woman. It is also forbidden to perform a same-sex marriage.
Also forbidden is sexual intercourse with animals and homosexuality.
Therefore, anyone who receives upon himself all of these seven rules in front of a rabbinic court has a
special status in Judaism. Even though they are not Jewish, they have entered into a full partnership in
the service of God.
God’s call to return his people to his land will show that the belief of some nations that Israel was in exile
as a punishment was a mistaken belief. The exile was only in order for Israel to serve as an example to
the nations for serving God. Were it not for the exile, Muhammad would not have known God and would
have been idolatrous like his other brothers. Were the Jews not in Rome, the idolaters would have
remained to this day. The Torah was translated into Greek, and the nations copied the word of God
because there were Jews in the Egyptian exile.
Now, it is time for the Creator’s people to return to their land, and from here light will come forth to the
world. And when we merit it, and the Temple will be restored and built on its place, then even more will all

the nations realize that the time has come to worship God. The crisis of religion today is a preparation for
the true worship of the Lord.
In conclusion: Anyone who wants to accompany us, to be a partner in serving God, and to connect with
his people, must be a believer in the God who was revealed at Sinai, and to be as the people of Israel who
were present there and preserved this status to this day.
We see God’s hand clearly in the miracle of the Jewish state that arose again two thousand years after
its destruction. It is incumbent upon all those who accompany us to try as much as possible to spread the
belief according to the prophets, just as the Jews guarded and observed their words and to prevent, God
forbid, the spread of man-made religions. Those who do so must also aid the Jews in observing what God
commanded them. God required of the Jews an additional amount, more than he required from the other
nations, since the Jews will serve as the priests of the mankind. And the other nations should not, God
forbid, try to influence his people to join their religions.”
Rabbi Dov Stein, Secretary of the Sanhedrin, described the dire need to replace the United Nations.
“We now live in an era when threats are global and not limited to one country,” Rabbi Stein told Breaking
Israel News. “This is true of weapons, environmental issues, and even social issues. The solutions must
come from a universal effort. The United Nations has failed in its mandate by rejecting God as the creator
and the Noahide Laws common to all of mankind.”
As an example, Rabbi Stein described the resolution being drafted to make abortions and assisted
suicides a “universal human right” which the rabbi said violated the Noahide law prohibiting murder.
“They have rejected the basics of humanity that were given at Sinai. We have to re-educate the world in
order to address these issues. We need a universal organization that will return to the Bible, re-educate
the world. This is not a religious initiative. This is a national initiative with each nation bringing its special
aspect, all nations joining together in Jerusalem, where the world was created.”

Strange waves rippled around the world, and nobody knows why
Instruments picked up the seismic waves more than 10,000 miles away—but bizarrely, nobody felt them.
On the morning of November 11, just before 9:30 UT, a mysterious rumble rolled around the world.
The seismic waves began roughly 15 miles off the shores of Mayotte, a French island sandwiched between
Africa and the northern tip of Madagascar. The waves buzzed across Africa, ringing sensors in Zambia,
Kenya, and Ethiopia. They traversed vast oceans, humming across Chile, New Zealand, Canada, and
even Hawaii nearly 11,000 miles away.
Only one person noticed the odd signal on the U.S. Geological Survey's real-time seismogram displays.
An earthquake enthusiast who uses the handle @matarikipax saw the curious zigzags and posted images
of them to Twitter. That small action kicked off another ripple of sorts, as researchers around the world
attempted to suss out the source of the waves. Was it a meteor strike? A submarine volcano eruption?
An ancient sea monster rising from the deep?
“I don't think I've seen anything like it,” says Göran Ekström, a seismologist at Columbia University who
specializes in unusual earthquakes.

Why are the low-frequency waves so weird?
In a normal earthquake, the built-up tensions in Earth's crust release with a jolt in mere seconds. This
sends out a series of waves known as a “wave train” that radiates from the point of the rupture, explains
Stephen Hicks, a seismologist at the University of Southampton.
The fastest-traveling signals are Primary waves, or P-waves, which are compression waves that move in
bunches, like what happens to an extended slinky that gets suddenly pushed at one end. Next come the
secondary waves, or S-waves, which have more of a side-to-side motion. Both of these so-called body
waves have relatively high frequencies, Hicks says, “a sort of ping rather than a rumbling.”
EARTHQUAKES 101
Earthquakes are unpredictable and can strike with enough force to bring buildings down. Find out what
causes earthquakes, why they're so deadly, and what's being done to help buildings sustain their hits.
Finally, chugging along at the end come slow, long-period surface waves, which are similar to the strange
signals that rolled out from Mayotte. For intense earthquakes, these surface waves can zip around the
planet multiple times, ringing Earth like a bell, Hicks says.
However, there was no big earthquake kicking off the recent slow waves. Adding to the weirdness,
Mayotte's mystery waves are what scientists call monochromatic. Most earthquakes send out waves with
a slew of different frequencies, but Mayotte's signal was a clean zigzag dominated by one type of wave
that took a steady 17 seconds to repeat.
“It's like you have colored glasses and [are] just seeing red or something,” says Anthony Lomax, an
independent seismology consultant.
Mayotte's volcanic roots
Based on the scientific sleuthing done so far, the tremors seem to be related to a seismic swarm that's
gripped Mayotte since last May. Hundreds of quakes have rattled the small nation during that time, most
radiating from around 31 miles offshore, just east of the odd ringing. The majority were minor trembles,
but the largest clocked in at magnitude 5.8 on May 15, the mightiest in the island's recorded history. Yet
the frequency of these shakes has declined in recent months—and no traditional quakes rumbled there
when the mystery waves began on November 11.
The French Geological Survey (BRGM) is closely monitoring the recent shaking, and it suggests that a new
center of volcanic activity may be developing off the coast. Mayotte was formed from volcanism, but its
geologic beasts haven't erupted in over 4,000 years. Instead, BRGM's analysis suggests that this new
activity may point to magmatic movement offshore—miles from the coast under thousands of feet of water.
Though this is good news for the island inhabitants, it's irksome for geologists, since it's an area that hasn't
been studied in detail.
“The location of the swarm is on the edge of the [geological] maps we have,” says Nicolas Taillefer, head
of the seismic and volcanic risk unit at BRGM. “There are a lot things we don't know.” And as for the
November 11 mystery wave, he says, “it's something quite new in the signals on our stations.”
Motion in the ocean
Since mid-July, GPS stations on the island have tracked it sliding more than 2.4 inches to the east and 1.2
inches to the south, according data from Institut National de L’information Géographique et Forestière.
Using these measurements, Pierre Briole of the Ecole Normale Supérieure in Paris estimated that a
magma body that measures about a third of a cubic mile is squishing its way through the subsurface near
Mayotte.
The early period of rumbling was also overprinted with what seemed to be the P- and S- waves of tiny

tremors, explains Lomax, who spotted the faint pings by filtering out the low-frequency signals. Such pings
are commonly associated with magma moving and fracturing rock as it squirts through the crust. But even
those signals were a little strange, says Helen Robinson, a Ph.D. candidate in applied volcanology at the
University of Glasgow.
“They're too nice; they're too perfect to be nature,” she jokes, although she quickly adds that an industrial
source is impossible, since no wind farms or drilling are taking place in the deep waters off Mayotte's
shores.
Ekström thinks that the events on the morning of November 11 actually did begin with an earthquake of
sorts equivalent to a magnitude 5 temblor. It passed by largely unnoticed, he suggests, because it was
what's known as a slow earthquake. These quakes are quieter than their speedy cousins since they come
from a gradual release of stress that can stretch over minutes, hours, or even days.
“The same deformation happens, but it doesn't happen as a jolt,” Ekström says.
These slow types of quakes are often associated with volcanic activity. At the Mount Nyiragongo volcano
in the Democratic Republic of Congo, a similar slow earthquake and low-frequency waves were linked with
a magma chamber collapsing. Slow quakes were also stunningly frequent during the most recent fiery run
of Kilauea in Hawaii, which produced nearly 60 of these events between May and the end of July, sending
seismic waves around the world.
Assembling the geologic puzzle
So what is actually causing the super-slow vibrations at Mayotte? A submarine eruption could produce
these low rumblings, but evidence for such an event has yet to materialize.
Most current guesses revolve around resonance in a magma chamber, triggered by some type of
subsurface shift or chamber collapse. The resonance itself can be any type of rhythmic motion, like
sloshing of the molten rock, or a pressure wave ricocheting through the magma body, Ekström explains.
Studying the intricate features of the seismic waves could yield clues to the size and shape of the molten
material lurking below.
It is very difficult, really, to say what the cause is and whether anyone's theories are correct.
“It's like a music instrument,” says Jean-Paul Ampuero, a seismologist at the Université Côte d'Azur in
France. “The notes of a music instrument—whether it's grave or very pitchy—depends on the size of the
instrument.”
The signal's odd uniformity could be due, in part, to the surrounding rocks and sediments, Lomax adds.
Perhaps the local geology is filtering the sounds and only letting this single 17-second wave period escape.

What Are Iran & Hezbollah Planning? - Israel Prepares For Escalation
www.prophecynewswatch.com/
Commentators on the Arab world are watching Israel Defense Forces Chief of Staff Lt. Gen. Gadi Eizenkot
with interest following media reports that he canceled an important meeting in Germany this week, and the
reasons for his cancellation remain obscure.
They believe it is connected to developments on the northern border, and not specifically to the situation
in Gaza following the renewal of Egyptian contacts with Israel and Hamas to advance the understandings
for calm.

The Iranian leadership is sure that Israel is weak, and this is the right time to strike against it.
At the 32nd International Islamic Unity Conference, which took place in Tehran on Nov. 24, Iranian
supreme leader Ali Khamenei made the following statements about Israel:
The Zionist enemy crumpled against the Palestinian resistance after only two days. ... All this proves that
the Zionist regime is significantly weakened. ... The pace of weakening is increasing.
What are Iran and Hezbollah planning?
Senior security sources in Israel are suspicious of secret activities by Gen. Qasem Soleimani, leader of
the Quds force of the Iranian Revolutionary Guards in Syria and Lebanon, who is planning to inflame the
northern sector against Israel in two ways:
Deploying Hezbollah and pro-Iranian forces close to the border fence on the Syrian side of the Golan
Heights, with the assistance of local (Druze and pro-Iranian) elements, which, in exchange for financial
payment, would construct terrorist infrastructure for attacks against Israel. These include laying mines and
IEDs, firing anti-tank missiles at IDF patrols, and launching mortar attacks on Israeli communities in the
Golan Heights.
Gen. Soleimani and Hezbollah leader Hassan Nasrallah prefer this option, instead of the attacks launched
from southern Lebanon as it would neutralize Israel's possible counterstrike and the destruction of
Lebanon's civilian infrastructure. Opening a new front against Israel from the Syrian Golan Heights would
also divide IDF forces among several fronts.
Constructing factories inside Lebanon to upgrade the missiles in the possession of Hezbollah to become
more accurate and capable of hitting strategic targets deep in Israel more accurately. These targets
include Ben-Gurion Airport, the atomic reactor in Dimona, refineries in Haifa and various IDF bases.The
working assumption of Hezbollah and Iran is that Israel would not dare to launch a preemptive strike on
these factories out of fear that this would lead to an all-out war.
Syrian opposition groups left southern Syria in September, and the entire region is now under Syrian army
control.
In the past, Hezbollah's Nasrallah attempted to open a new front against Israel in the Golan Heights using
a local infrastructure. He gave this mission to Samir Kuntar (a Lebanese terrorist who sat in an Israeli
prison for nine years) and Jihad Mughniyeh (son of the infamous arch-terrorist Imad Mughniyeh). However,
according to foreign news reports, the IDF assassinated both of them in 2015, before they carried out any
attacks.
The Hezbollah leader has apparently placed this issue at the top of his priorities in order to settle his
accounts with Israel. Israel is aware of Nasrallah's intentions, and this was reflected in Chief of Staff Gadi
Eizenkot's tour of the border area in the Golan Heights in November, 2018.
Israel shares fully with the Trump administration all of its concerns about possible developments on the
northern border.
Can any scenario be ruled out?
The possibility cannot be ruled out that Iran, via Hezbollah, is planning a new war of attrition against Israel
from the Golan Heights border at the same time as the war of attrition with Hamas on the southern border
through its "Return Marches" campaign.

The developments on the northern border are worrying. Israel's freedom of aerial action in Syrian airspace
is limited following the incident when a Russian spy plane was brought down by a Syrian air defense
system in September, 2018. Russia blames the Israeli air force for the interception.
Russia transferred S-300 missile batteries to Syria, and with Russian guidance, these have been
integrated gradually into the Syrian air defense system.
The possibility that Israel will launch a military preemptive strike on the Hezbollah weapons factories in
Lebanon, before they become operational, seems very far off, but not illogical.
Iran and Hezbollah constructed these factories after Israel managed methodically and over a period of time
to destroy game-changing advanced weaponry being transferred in convoys from Iran to Lebanon.
With the weapons' destruction, Iranian Revolutionary Guard commander Gen. Qasem Soleimani decided
to construct the weapons factories inside Lebanon to prevent Israeli attacks.
We are now in a very tense period regarding security on the southern and northern borders, and with
growing Iranian intervention in the region, no possible scenario can be ruled out. The IDF can handle
several fronts at the same time. It has done so in the past, and it can also do it ag ain in the future.
Israel is determined to protect the security of its citizens. But it may have no other choice other than to
carry out actions that may not seem to be rational right now.

